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1. Motion event lexicalization patterns

Len Talmy (1985) has proposed a new typological parameter regarding the type
of verbs a language uses in clauses coding motion and location events. He argues that
different languages express or lexicalize different aspects of the motion/location
situation on the verb. Concentrating on the motion event, the aspects or components
that are relevant for its linguistic coding according to Talmy are (1) the (abstract)
predicate of MOTION; (2) the moving entity. the Figure phrase (also known as
Theme or Trajector in other frameworks); (3) the reference point for the movement,
or Ground (Landmark in Langacker's framework); and (4) the PATH of the motion
with respect to the Ground object. In addition to these factors, which can be
schematized as the inner frame in (l), other optional coding factors are (5) the
circumstance event of the motion event, typically the activity or manner that
accompanies the motion, e.g. rolling, running, or floating; and (6) the event
originating the motion or causation event, e.g. kicking or rolling. Talmy's point is
that languages differ as to what aspect of the frame the main verb lexicalizes (in
addition to the abstract idea of motion).
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CIRCUMSTANCE EVENT: Activity [e.g. float1
CAUSATION EVENT: Actor
Action [e.g. kick1

-

According to Talmy, three patterns are found across languages depending on
whether either the PATH, a related circumstance and/or cause event (C-event), or
the Figure are lexicalized (together with the abstract predicate of MOTION) in the
main verb. These three types are illustrated in (2) with examples from English,
though only the first pattern is typical and pervasive in English (the examples are
from Talmy's paper):
(2) A. Manner/Cause + Motion: Indo-European (except Romance), Chinese, etc.
e.g. The smoke w e e z e d through the opening (Manner)
I kicked the ball over the fence (Cause)
B. Path + Motion: Romance, Semitic, etc.
e.g. John entered the room
C. Figure + Motion: Atsugewi (& most northern Hokan), Navajo
e.g. It rained in through the bedroom window
Talmy has succeeded in identifying the different types of lexicalization found in
motion verbs crosslinguistically. However, there still remain many questions to be
answered about this problem. This paper builds on Talmy's work by addressing the
question of why a languages accepts, or fails to accept, motion lexicalization patters
other than its predominant one, in particular I will contrast the situation in Spanish.
the language used by Talmy to exemplify Type B languages, and with the situation
in English, which he uses to exemplify Type A languages.'

